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Abstract—To a large extent the robotics and the newer virtual
reality (VR) research communities have been working in isolation.
This article reviews three areas where integration of the two
technologies can be beneficial. First we consider VR-enhanced
CAD design, robot programming, and plant layout simulation.
Subsequently we discuss how VR is being used in supervisory
teleoperation, for single operator-single robot systems, single
operator multiplexed to several slave robots, and collaborative
control of a single robot by multiple operators. Here VR can
help overcome problems related to poor visual feedback as well
as system instabilities due to time delays. Finally, we show how
Robotics can be beneficial to VR in general, since robots can
serve as force feedback interfaces to the simulation. Newer backdrivable manipulators offer increased safety for the user that
closely interacts with the robot. The synergy between the fields of
Robotics and Virtual Reality is expected to grow in years to come.
Index Terms—Haptic feedback, off-line programming, teleoperation, virtual manufacturing, virtual reality.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE reader is familiar with the reliance of Robotics on
allied technologies such as multimodal sensing or neural
networks which have become part of modern robotic systems.
The need to incorporate such technologies stems from the ever
increasing expectations on robot performance in both industrial
and service applications.
Virtual reality (VR) is a high-end human-computer interface
allowing user interaction with simulated environments in real
time and through multiple sensorial channels [1]. Such sensorial communication with the simulation is done through vision,
sound, touch, even smell and taste. Due to this increased interaction (compared to standard CAD or even multimedia applications), the user feels “immersed” in the simulation, and can
perform tasks that are otherwise impossible in the real world.
Fig. 1 illustrates a typical single-user VR system [1]. Its
main component is the “VR engine” which is a multiprocessor
graphics workstation. Interactions between the user and the
VR engine are mediated by input/output (I/O) devices which
read user’s input and feedback simulation results. Joysticks or
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Fig. 1. VR System block diagram (adapted from [1]).  Editions Hermes.
Reprinted by permission.

three-dimensional (3-D) trackers [2] are used in simple tasks,
while sensing gloves such as the “CyberGlove” [3] are used
in more dextrous interactions. Feedback from the VR engine
is typically through stereo head-mounted displays (HMD’s)
[4], large-volume displays such as the CAVE [5], spatiallyregistered sound (also called 3-D sound) [6], or force/touch
feedback [7].
The VR engine responds to user’s commands by changing
the view to, or composition of, the virtual world. This synthetic
world is modeled off-line using dedicated software libraries
[8] and databases [9]. Subsequently the models have to be rendered in real time (at 30 frames/s) which limits the geometrical
complexity of present virtual worlds. Else the scene takes too
long to be displayed and the feeling of immersion is lost.
Another computation load for the VR engine is related
to object dynamics, collision detection and contact force
computation for interaction between the virtual objects. These
computations compound such that it may be too much to be
handled by a single computer. In that case several computers
are networked, each having in charge some aspect of the
simulation [10]. Thus the VR system becomes a single-user
distributed one, over a communication media such as the
Internet, or Internet2. Alternately, several remote users can
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share the same virtual world, in a multiuser distributed VR
environment [11].
The benefits of VR technology have been recognized by
scientists and engineers, with applications ranging from architectural modeling, manufacturing plant layout, to training
in servicing equipment, etc.. Within the scope of this review
article we are interested in the synergy between VR and
robotics and manufacturing. This is a vast area of research
as evidenced by the subsequent articles in this Special Issue
of the R&A Transactions. Space limitations however require
that the coverage in this article be limited to three areas of
interest. The first is the use of VR in manufacturing, including
CAD design, robot programming and plant simulation. This
is the topic of Section II. Section III describes the use of
VR in teleoperation (with poor visual or delayed feedback),
as well as in supervisory and collaborative control of remote
manipulators. Conversely, Section IV shows how robots can
be beneficial to Virtual Reality in general, by serving as
haptic feedback devices which enhance simulation realism.
Concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. VR

IN

MANUFACTURING

The ever increasing demands for short production cycles
and high product quality require increased process flexibility. This results in a substantial design effort for parts,
equipment (including new robot types), as well as plant
layout optimization. Furthermore the programming effort for
programmable numerical controllers (PNC’s) and robotic cells
becomes important. The time required by all these tasks can
be shortened through the use of VR simulations, as discussed
below.
A. CAD Design
The CAD design process is a continuum, starting with
the initial “concept” stage, followed by detailed design and
ending with the prototype [12]. Concept design focuses on
overall functionality without regard to exact dimensions, and
is typically done today with pencil and paper. What is needed
is a human-computer interface which allows natural gesture and voice interaction, resulting in easier modification
of the concept shape. Chu and his colleagues at University
of Wisconsin-Madison developed a multimodal VR interface
for the generation, modification and review of part and assembly design [13]. Input to the system is through hand
gestures (measured by sensing gloves), voice commands and
eye tracking. Output from the simulation is through visual
feedback (graphics), auditory feedback (voice synthesis) and
tactile feedback (allowing the user to feel the parts he is
designing). Subjective human factors studies were conducted
to evaluate the usefulness of these interaction modalities in
various combinations. Results showed voice and gesture input
to be superior to eye tracking, while visual output was the most
important output modality for shape design. The researchers
note the lack of reliable force feedback technology that may
be used in CAD design.
Force feedback plays an important role in another study
involving part assembly simulation in VR done by Gupta at
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Schlumberger in collaboration with Sheridan and Whitney at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge [14]. A
pair of PHANToM force feedback interfaces [15] allow the
designer to grasp the part being designed with the thumb and
index and feel resistance due to contact forces. The multimodal
simulation incorporates speech and finger position inputs with
visual, auditory and force feedback. Experiments comparing
handling and insertion assembly times in real and virtual
worlds showed that force feedback was beneficial in terms
of task efficiency. However, results were hampered by the
spatial discrepancy between visual and force feedback (hands
were out of sight), as well as differences between physical
parameters of real and virtual parts (such as hardness).
Virtual reality may also be beneficial in the prototyping
stage of the CAD process. Many companies such as Northrop
or Rockwell International are working to replace physical prototypes with virtual ones with the aim of shortening the rapid
prototyping process [12]. Boeing is using virtual aircraft prototypes in order to analyze accessibility for maintenance. Wilson
and colleagues at University of Nottingham [16] review the
use of rapid prototyping as well as training using lower-cost
PC-based VR systems. A survey of 350 potential industrial
user companies showed a clear preference for desktop VR
over more immersive HMD-based systems. The researchers
cite several projects using virtual prototyping ranging from
design of a thermostat housing for a compact car to submarine
engine servicing in confined spaces.

B. VR Aid to Robot Programming
Another area of robotics where VR can be beneficial is in
programming of manipulator tasks. Industrial robot programming takes place in either of three forms, using teach pendants,
off-line and at task level. While a substantial research effort is
directed toward task-level programming, most industrial robots
are still programmed using a simple pendant. This approach
has the advantage of simplicity since it does not require
programming skills on the part of the factory technician.
However, teach pendants are ill suited for tasks involving
complex manipulator trajectories, or when there is increased
reliance on outside sensing.
Yanagihara and his colleagues at NTT (Japan) developed a
“multimodal teaching advisor” (MTA) for use in seam welding
of complicated car chassis [17]. As shown in Fig. 2, the system
consists of a seven DOF manipulator (Mitsubishi PA10), a
laser range finder (Fanet FLP-400), a human operator with the
teach pendant, a see-through HMD (Virtual I/O i-glasses) and
a video tracking system with two CCD cameras. The MTA
is hosted by a PC which receives voice commands from the
operator and is interfaced with the other controllers through
ethernet. The MTA is first given task specifications, such as
tolerances and kinematic constraints. It then calculates the
difference between the modeled path and that taught by the
operator, and provides remedial feedback to the operator in
graphical and audio modalities. Tests showed that the use
of the MTA produced better taught trajectories even for the
novice operators, while the duration of the teaching time was
reduced.
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Fig. 2. Robot teaching using a Multimodal Teaching Advisor (adapted from
[17]).  1996 IEEE. Reprinted by permission.

Off-line programming is more suited for sensor-intensive
tasks, but robotic languages are dependent on the particular
manipulator used, and the debugging stage is quite time
consuming [18], [19]. One project attempting to advance the
state-of-the-art in robot programming has been ongoing at
Fraunhofer IPA in Stuttgart, Germany [20]. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, programming is done on a virtual robot and a virtual
environment, with the programmer interaction being mediated
by VR I/O devices (sensing glove, tracker, HMD, etc.). Thus
the programmer feels immersed in the application where he
can navigate and look at the scene from any angle, and
see details that may not be visible in real life. Specifying
a trajectory is as simple as a hand gesture. The code is
automatically stored using a special-purpose toolkit called
“VR4” [21]. This toolkit allows the generation of graphics at
high frame rate using variable level-of-detail by reducing the
number of polygons of more distant objects (tools, conveyors,
etc.). Furthermore, collision detection between the robot end
effector and other virtual objects is optimized in a hierarchical
way. Initially, a fast but less accurate, bounding box checking
is performed, with more computationally intensive methods
used only when needed. Databases of preexisting models
as well as a graphical user interface (GUI) for custommade configurations complete VR4 [22]. This GUI allows
the user to specify the dynamic behavior of components such
as their paths, accelerations, velocities, interpolations, etc.
Once the program is completed, it is downloaded to a real
robot connected to the same VR engine and the same task is
executed. Feedback from the sensors on the real robot is then
used to fine tune the program.
A factory floor robot does not act in isolation, rather it is part
of a robotic cell which in turn is integrated within the overall
assembly line process. Thus the next step of the Fraunhofer
project was to integrate VR4 within the logical layers of a plant

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the IPA robotics VR workstation (adapted from
[20]).  Editions Hermes. Reprinted by permission.

in order to design and simulate large production facilities. The
necessary four layers of such as simulation are (in ascending
order) sensor-actuator level, PLC level, robotic cell level and,
finally, logistic control level [21]. PLC’s are in charge of
technical systems such as conveyor belts, while logistic control
is done by a single common computer programmed in a highlevel language, which monitors overall factory operations.
VR4 is used to describe the graphical, kinematic and dynamic
characteristics of components, while a software tool called
“phoenix” describes their logical behavior. As a test of the
simulation capabilities the researchers modeled a distribution
warehouse of consumer products, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
model had 150 technical components, with 250 sensors and
350 information links. While the graphic model had as many
as 700 000 textured polygons, the simulation cycle did not
drop below 20 frames/s on an SGI Infinity computer. The
advantage of using such a simulation tool are reduced planning
time for new production facilities, increased safety, analysis
of economic viability, etc.
An additional benefit of the above system is the possibility
to use simulation-developed PLC code in the real facility
(in addition to robotics programs). A similar result involving
testing work cell control software for agile manufacturing was
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Fig. 4. VR4 graphical user interface for simulation of large production
facilities [21].  Fraunhofer-Institute. Reprinted by permission.

obtained by Jo and his colleagues at Case Western Reserve
University [23]. The simulation had the ability to model device
failure, which is difficult to recreate on a real work cell, and
reduct work cell downtime, as new code was tested off-line.
However, the researchers caution on the limitations of virtual
testing, and argue that this is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for correct work cell operation. Overdependency on
the simulation can lead to accidents.
III. VR USE

IN

TELEOPERATION

The above programming examples are geared toward simulation of industrial facilities where the environment is known
a priori and well modeled. Such an approach will fail however
if the model is inaccurate or if the environment surrounding
the robot is changing in an unpredictable fashion (is “unstructured”). In such cases the limited intelligence and adaptability
of today’s robots require that the operator remain in the loop,
if the task is to succeed. Thus the robot slave is controlled
at a distance (teleoperated) by the user through a “master”
arm. Other situations where teleoperation is necessary relate
to adverse environments, such as nuclear plant servicing
(or decommissioning), undersea operations, space robotics,
explosive environments, etc.. In such cases the robot performs
the task for the human operator, and protects him from harm.
A. Supervisory and Cooperative Control
Classical teleoperation requires one operator controlling a
single robot end effector. More modern approaches elevate
the operator to the role of a supervisor who controls the robot
indirectly through some graphical abstraction. Here VR may
serve as a predictor of motion commands, before they are
actually sent to the remote (real) robot. Blackmon and Stark
at the University of California, Berkeley, developed a modelbased supervisory control approach using a “task sequence
script” list of desired robot sub-goals [24]. Their experimental
system consisted of a GUI on the operator’s workstation
displaying a graphical model of the remote environment. A
second workstation at the remote site had a similar model,
which was used to control a five-DOF Mitsubishi RM501

Fig. 5. Operator Interface with motion guides, task lines and corresponding
command sequence [25].  1996 IEEE. Reprinted by permission.

robot. The operator could control a graphical model of the
remote robot using a pair of two-DOF joysticks, in order
to preview trajectories and detect potential collision spots. If
unsatisfied with the planned trajectory the operator could edit
it interactively by modifying the task sequence script. Human
factor tests showed that the model-based supervisory control
was superior to manual teleoperation of the same robot by
significantly reducing the number of collisions at the remote
site.
In the above example the operator controls the virtual robot
directly. Another approach developed by Backes and his colleagues at Jet Propulsion Laboratory involves the teleoperation
of the trajectory which the remote robot is constrained to
follow [25]. The proposed trajectory is specified as a “motion
guide,” displayed on the operator station, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. The operator can move the motion guide in 3-D using
a track ball or other 3-D interface, and specify the direction
of motion (forward–backward). Alternately the operator can
move the robot on a preexisting motion guide, or tell the robot
to keep moving, while he modifies (lengthens) the motion
guide line. Various operations that need to be performed
by the robot are programmed using “task lines.” These are
icons selected by the operator and placed at the location of
the motion guide where the task is to be executed. Various
attributes of a specific subtask can be edited in text mode in
the corresponding window of the operator interface, but the use
of icons for classes of tasks is intuitive and easily understood.
The abstract symbols used in supervisory teleoperation
allow the master (or slave) to be displayed as a virtual hand
rather than a robot. This intuitive approach allows the same
algorithm to be used for the control of different types of
slave robots. One operator can then multiplex between several
(dissimilar) slave robots, using a single control workstation.
Researchers at the Laboratoire de Robotique de Paris, France,
were able to teleoperate in this fashion four robots in France
and Japan [26], [27] using a LRP Master [28], as illustrated
in Fig. 6. The operator wore a sensorized glove measuring
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(a)

Fig. 7. System architecture for WWW-based multiplexed teleoperation [31].
 1996 IEEE. Reprinted by permission.

(b)
Fig. 6. VR-aided teleoperation of multiple dissimilar robots: (a) functional-equivalent master and (b) task execution by four robots [25].  IEEE
1997.

hand and finger positions and providing force feedback to
each finger. Tasks were done naturally through hand gestures
mapped to a graphical model of the remote site, but showing
the robot as a hand. A range of commands (some at high
level) were then sent to the slave robots which relied on local
sensing to perform the remote task.
Supervisory teleoperation using a virtual hand is also used
in the collaborative control of a single robot by several
operators at different geographic locations. Such as system
was developed by Cannon and Thomas at Pennsylvania State
University [29] in collaboration with McDonald and his colleagues at Sandia National Laboratory [30]. Each operator in
the team had a sensing glove used to control a shared set
of “virtual tools.” These are icons that are overimposed on
live video feedback from the remote robot. When a virtual
tool representing the gripper was moved from one location
to another in the scene, the corresponding robot trajectory
was generated automatically. The motion of a virtual tool
controlled by one operator was instantaneously reproduced on
all workstations, so that all members of the team (such as
experts in other fields) could judge a strategy and eventually
reach consensus. Once this happened the final go-ahead was
given by a primary supervisor, and the action was executed
at the robot site. A pilot experiment was conducted for the
teleoperation of a robot used for radioactive site cleanup.
Results showed that the equipment utilization rate (ratio of

robot motion time to overall task duration) was twice that
corresponding to noncollaborative teleoperation. Furthermore,
the authors note the potential for better decision making
in solving complex problems using a collaborative control
strategy than in single-operator systems.
Another system allowing the teleoperation of a single robot
by multiple users was developed at the University of California
at Berkeley by Paulos and Canny [31]. It uses the world
wide web as communication link and serves as telerobotic
remote browser of an art museum. The motivation for this
research is twofold. First robots can act as physical extensions
of users surfing the net allowing them to physically alter
rather than just visually “visit” a remote site. Furthermore,
in the particular application area envisioned, visiting a real
remote museum using a robot-controlled camera makes unnecessary the current digital museum technology which is
labor and computer disk intensive. As illustrated in Fig. 7,
the CCD camera was mounted on an Intelledex six-DOF
robot, and images were digitized by a frame grabber on a
Sun workstation. Subsequently the image was converted in
JPEG format required by the HTML documents placed on the
web. A separate HP workstation served as Common Getaway
Interface, namely a front end to the system receiving requests
from WWW users and returning documents in HTML format.
In order to allow better robot utilization several requests
from different users were queued. The user at the top of
the queue had exclusive control only during execution of his
command to move the robot and grab a new image at a certain
location. During the few seconds it took for that image to
be processed and placed on the net, the next user took over
control of the robot, and so on. Through subsequent requests
for images each user could change the view point, zoom
in on an area of interest, in other words “visit” the remote
museum. While VR was not explicitly present in the above
system, VRML-enhanced browsers will supplement WWWbased teleoperation in the near future. Furthermore, the recent
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(b)

Fig. 8. Teleoperation in smoky environments: (a) virtual model; (b) real video image [33].  The MIT Press. Reprinted by permission.

introduction of high-bandwidth Internet2 communication will
make possible real-time web-mediated robot teleoperation
applications [32].
B. Teleoperation with Poor Visual Feedback
Whether single-operator or collaborative, teleoperation unfortunately suffers from a number of drawbacks. One problem
present in all such systems is the degradation of sensorial
information about the remote environment due to poor or
nonexistent visual feedback (poor visibility, limited field of
view, microscopic scale data, etc.). Under such conditions
certain tasks may take much longer to be executed remotely,
or may be altogether impossible to complete.
Oyama and his colleagues at MITI (Japan) [33] developed a
VR-assisted teleoperation system where visual feedback from
the remote site is degraded by smoke. The operator controlled
a master arm which was kinematically equivalent to a remote
six-DOF slave robot. A stereo camera installed on the robot
provided visual feedback which was displayed on the master
workstation, or on the operator’s HMD. The same graphics
workstation generated a 3-D virtual model of the slave and
its environment. This virtual slave could be teleoperated using
the same master arm, while visual feedback from the remote
smoky scene was overimposed, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Key
to successful teleoperation under these adverse conditions was
accurate calibration between the virtual and real remote scenes.
The researchers used a manual calibration approach based on
least squares by selecting corresponding points in the real and
virtual worlds. They reported calibration errors up to 3 cm in
the direction parallel to the camera line of sight. Under these
conditions the robot could perform low-accuracy tasks such as
turning a lever on a pipe in order to stop the flow of smoke.
Better calibration methods, such as that proposed by Kim [34]
are required for more precise tasks. His method uses up to
four cameras to obtain data on the remote site and extends the
linear least-squares calibration method with a more precise
nonlinear step. Kim’s approach reduced calibration errors in a
space repair task to only 1 cm.
Another instance of teleoperation with poor visual feedback
is underwater navigation for mobile robots servicing offshore
platforms. Even experienced operators can get disoriented due

to muddy waters and complex pipe structures. In the worst case
this may lead to accidents and loss of equipment. Lin and Kuo
[35] at the University of Strathclyde (UK) developed a VRassisted navigation system for underwater tethered robots. The
sonar-based robot positioning system matched it’s data against
a CAD model of the underwater structure being inspected. The
simulation displayed the position as a graphical icon registered
at the proper location in the 3-D CAD model. Since sonar data
was noisy, the robot actual dimensions were increased by a
buffer field (called “robot safety domain”) designed to prevent
collisions or tether entanglement. An optimal navigation path
was automatically generated based on the underwater starting
location and destination, and displayed in the same simulation
scene. This intuitive graphical interface reduced the operator
workload, and increased the mission chances of success despite
poor visual and sonar sensing data.
In the above examples a “virtual camera” allowed the
operator to see portions of the remote scene that were not
within direct view, or at a higher level of detail that was not
possible otherwise. If motion in the remote environment is at
sub-molecular scale then clearly simple visual feedback will
not suffice. Taylor and his colleagues at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill [36] developed a teleoperation system
consisting of an old Argonne II master manipulator controlling
the head of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Unlike
other microscopes, the STM returns an elevation map of the
structure being scanned, based on the electrical current from
its scanning head to the sample surface. A computer was used
to recreate a virtual image of the atomic surface and display
it on the user’s HMD. Furthermore, spring-like forces were
calculated based on the handgrip height at a given surface
location and then fed back by the Argonne II manipulator.
It was thus possible to “navigate” the hills and valleys of
the atomic structure, and even to modify it by generating
electrical pulses whenever the user was squeezing the master
hand trigger.
C. Teleoperation with Time Delays
Another difficulty associated with teleoperation is the presence of time delays due to communications over long distances. This affects space-based tasks, as well as land-based
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Fig. 9. Telerobotic system using a virtual slave arm to overcome force feedback instabilities due to transmission delays (adapted from [38]).  1992
IEEE. Reprinted by permission.

operations when communication is done over satellite up links.
In time-delayed teleoperation it may take up to a few seconds
for the remote robot to receive operator’s input and for visual
confirmation of the outcome to reach the operator. In classical
teleoperation the user has to adopt a “move-and-wait” strategy,
which leads to unacceptably long task durations.
One solution to the above problem was the “phantom robot”
proposed by Bejczy and his colleagues at Jet Propulsion Laboratory [37]. The phantom robot is a graphical representation
of the remote robot that is overlaid to the video image of the
real robot. The virtual robot is properly registered with the
position of its real counterpart and responds instantaneously
to the operator’s input. Thus the phantom manipulator serves
as a predictor of the remote motion, and allows faster and
safer teleoperation. The researchers conducted human factors
experiments using a Puma robot to perform a simple tapping
task with time delays up to four sec. Results showed about
50% reduction in task completion time when the phantom
robot was used vs. simple teleoperation.
Time delay affects other sensorial modalities in addition
to visual feedback. Feedback forces normally are beneficial
to task performance since the operator has a better feel for
the contact forces, contact stability, surface roughness or
other physical characteristics of the manipulated object [7].
However, time delays as small as 0.1 sec can make force
feedback detrimental and can lead to system instabilities.
Kotoku at MITI (Japan) [38] attempted to solve this problem
in a similar fashion to the approach taken by Bejczy, namely
through the use of a virtual slave arm. As illustrated in Fig. 9,
the operator position commands arrive from the master arm
to the remote slave robot with some communication delay (in
this case 0.5 s). The same master input is used by the computer
running the simulation to instantaneously move a virtual model
of the slave manipulator. Simulation contact forces during

virtual slave interactions are instantaneously fed back to the
operator through the master arm. Initial experiments were
conducted for a simple planar task in which the operator was
asked to trace a rigid barrier while pushing with a constant
force. The contact was considered frictionless and the remote
slave was modeled as a point object. Subjects carried out
the task observing the virtual slave arm (and its modeled
contact forces) on the graphics display and the real slave on
a video monitor. The master arm trajectory was sent to the
remote slave arm with 0.5 s transmission delay. Contact forces
were fed back to the subjects in half of the trials. Results
showed that the addition of force feedback produced a more
stable control. Furthermore, the movement of the slave was
three times faster when force feedback was present. When
the master arm provided no force feedback subjects moved
slower because they used only the graphics display to gauge
the contact force.
The above approach, while promising, suffers from several
drawbacks. First, the virtual models of the slave, remote
environment and task were oversimplified. Second, the approach will fail in unstructured environments which cannot
be modeled accurately. Rosenberg at Stanford University [39]
proposed to use “virtual fixtures” as an alternative method for
solving the problem of teleoperation with time delay and force
feedback. These virtual fixtures are abstract sensorial data
overlaid on top of the remote workspace, and only interacting
with the operator. They can occupy the same physical space
as objects in the workspace, without geometrical or physical
constraints. Later on Rosenberg [40] used virtual fixtures to
enhance the performance of a peg-in-hole telerobotic task. A
“fixture board” made of plastic was placed in front of the
operator wearing an HMD. Position input from the operator
was given by an exoskeleton structure, while feedback forces
were felt when interacting with the (unseen) fixture board. The
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performance degradation was measured as percentage increase
in movement time under time delay conditions, compared
to the case when no delays existed. Results showed that
movement time increased as much as 45% when no virtual
fixtures were present and the time delay was 450 ms. The
virtual fixtures provided a guidance (or enhanced localization)
which had a beneficial effect by reducing this difference to
about 3%.
Virtual fixtures were also used in a form of telerobotics
called “teleprogramming” developed by Sayers and Paul [41]
at the University of Pennsylvania. The master station (arm
and computer) “programmed” the slave robot by sending
high-level commands only thus coping with low-bandwidth
communication lines and with time delays. The master arm
was a Puma 250 robot equipped with six-axis wrist force
sensor. The user applied forces on the arm which were
interpreted as input, while the robot position response provided
haptic feedback. A graphics workstation displayed a virtual
slave which responds to the user’s input, as well as “synthetic
fixtures” overlaid on the same graphics. These graphics fixtures
were automatically activated by the computer to guide the user
in the teleoperation task by increasing precision and speed
and decreasing the effect of uncertainties in the world model
and command process. The “face fixture,” for example, had
a central attracting region, surrounded by a repelling region
corresponding to the facet edge. In this way the user was
pushed away from uncertain contact at the edge of a facet and
toward a more certain contact at the center of that facet. Other
types of fixtures were task-dependent, but generally speaking
the system took a very active role in assisting the operator to
complete a given task. The disadvantage of the approach was
that it required the system to have an understanding of the task.
High-level task understanding (requiring minimal communication bandwidth) coupled with increased robot autonomy
proved the solution for overcoming the time delay problem
during the first teleoperation of a space robot from ground in
1993 [42]. Tasks such as assembly, or tracking and capture of
an object floating in zero gravity were successfully executed
despite almost seven seconds of round trip time delays. Key to
this impressive demonstration was the use of virtual models
of the robot geometry, as well as of its sensory data. This
overcame the problem of poor registration of the simulated and
real worlds. The tele-sensory-programming system provided
the real robot with relative positions between the gripper and
its environment, thus compensating for absolute position inaccuracies. This solution is presently extended by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, using a collaboration of a ground station operator
(large delays) with a Space Station-based operator (no time
delays) for the control of space robots [43].
IV. USE

OF

ROBOTICS

IN

VIRTUAL REALITY

The above discussion outlined some of the ways VR simulations can help robotics and manufacturing. In all truth robots
can in turn be beneficial to VR simulations by acting as
force feedback interfaces. Present commercial VR simulations
typically ignore the forces that occur during interaction with
the synthetic world. Thus the user cannot feel the hardness,
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compliance or weight of virtual objects he is manipulating.
This lack of adequate sensorial feedback diminishes the simulation realism, which in turn reduces the usefulness of the
VR system. A recent National Research Council report on the
technological challenges of VR states that:
Being able to touch, feel, and manipulate objects in an
environment, in addition to seeing (and hearing) them, provides
a sense of immersion in the environment that is otherwise not
possible. It is quite likely that much greater immersion in a
VE can be achieved by the synchronous operation of even a
simple haptic interface with a visual and auditory display, than
by large improvements in, say, the fidelity of the visual display
alone.” [44].
While the benefits of haptics for VR are clear, developments
have been slow due to limitations in present actuator technology needed to provide the feedback forces [7]. The poor
power/weight and power/volume ratio of present actuators lead
to bulky and heavy interface devices that are tiring for the user
and may pose a safety risk. McNeely at Boeing Co. proposed
“robotic graphics,” or the use of robots as an unencumbering
way to add the haptic sensorial modality to VR simulations
[45]. A robot carrying an specially designed turret would track
the user’s motions and provide “just-in-time” force feedback.
The turret can have various shapes or combinations of shapes
that replicate the surfaces of virtual objects. When the user
reaches to touch or push a virtual object, the robot moves and
orients the turret in a corresponding location mapped to that
of the virtual object. When the object is hard and immovable
(such as a virtual wall) then the robot locks its brakes resisting
any motion of the user into that object.
Tachi and his colleagues at the University of Tokyo [46]
implemented McNeely’s concept in what they called an “active
environment display.” This was a six DOF pantographic link
mechanism supporting a “shape approximation device.” As
illustrated in Fig. 10, the user wore a passive sensorized
exoskeleton on his arm with a hardened finger attachement.
Information on the fingertip location was then used by a PC
controller to position and orient the turret to display edges,
surfaces or vertices where contact is made with the virtual
object. Since the pantograph was impedance controlled the
interface can reproduce not just shape but also the object’s
inertia, viscosity or compliance. The drawback of this system
is that only a limited number of shapes can be displayed, and
a single point contact can be simulated at a time. Later Hirota
and Hirose at the University of Tokyo [47] proposed the use
of a pin array to substitute the turret in order to have more
flexibility in the kinds of shapes that can be displayed. Their
4 lattice of feedback rods with a stroke
prototype had a 4
of 25 mm. A soft foam sheet covering the array allowed
multiple finger interactions, which was another improvement
over Tachi’s system.
In all robotic graphics systems the robot/turret combination
has to anticipate the user’s motion and respond accurately,
based on fast and precise tracking information. If the communication between the tracker and robot controller has long time
delays or the overall system calibration is poor, the simulation
realism is lost. Gruenbaum and his colleagues at Boeing Co.
recently developed a virtual control panel simulation in which
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Fig. 10. Active Environment display with “shape approximation device”
(adapted from [46]).  1994 IEEE. Reprinted by permission.

an Adept One manipulator carried a custom panel with various
knobs and dials [48]. The researchers discovered that when an
electromagnetic 3-D tracker was used to measure the user’s
fingertip position the misalignment was found to be as high
as 15 cm. The misalignment was due to the interference of
the robot metallic structure with the tracker measurements.
This led to the use of a video tracking system (light bulb and
cameras) which still had 1.1 cm error in the direction normal to
the display panel. Another concern was user safety which lead
to the installation of a Plexiglas panel with holes interposed
between the robot and the user. While this increased safety,
it also limited the user’s freedom of motion, again reducing
the simulation realism.
Another approach to the above safety issue in robotic
graphics is to replace older position-controlled robots with
newer special-purpose manipulators designed from the onset as
haptic interfaces. An example is the PHANToM arm developed
by Massie and Salisbury at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and illustrated in Fig. 11 [15]. Depending on
the particular model, the manipulator has a work envelope
accommodating the user’s wrist up to full shoulder motion.
Furthermore, it has optical position encoders to read the gimbal
position, as well as three dc actuators to provide translating
forces to the user’s fingertip. As opposed to position-controlled
manipulators the PHANToM is fully back-drivable, such that
the user will not feel any forces as long as there is no
interaction in the virtual world. The low inertia and friction
of this gravity-compensated arm result in a very crisp, highquality haptic feedback. The high mechanical bandwidth of
the interface (800 Hz) allows it to feed back small vibrations
such as those associated with contact with rough surfaces.
Thus it is possible to map surface mechanical textures over the
various virtual objects being manipulated, and then distinguish
them based on how they feel (hard-soft, smooth-rough, stickyslippery, etc.).
Another approach to increased safety in robotic graphics
is the use of passive robots that lack external sources of
energy. Peshkin and his colleagues at Northwestern University proposed a “programmable constraint machine” using

Fig. 11. The PHANToM Master (adapted from [15]).  ASME. Reprinted
by permission.

nonholonomic elements, where the entire kinetic energy is
provided by the user [49]. The computer controls some areas
of the workspace which become programmable constraints,
such that motions in those areas lose degrees of freedom.
However, it is still the user who has to push the constraint
machine to generate a motion. The added benefit of such a
passive interface is assured system stability during physical
interaction with the user.
V. CONCLUSION
By now the reader should be able to see the great potential
and mutual benefits that Robotics and Virtual Reality offer
each other. The research projects that have been reviewed
show great promise for VR use as tool for CAD, robot
programming, plant process simulation, supervisory and collaborative teleoperation, especially when poor visual feedback
and time delays exist. Conversely, robotics is beneficial to
VR in general by providing haptic interfaces and human
factors know-how. The synergy between VR and Robotics is
summarized in Table I [50]. Space limitations precluded other
interesting application areas, such as in medical robotics and
in microrobotics, from being reviewed here.
Since VR is a younger technology than robotics, it will take
some time until its benefits are recognized, and until some
existing technical limitations are solved. Full implementation
in robotics, manufacturing and other areas will require more
powerful computers than presently exist, faster communication
links, better modeling (especially physical modeling) and
better calibration techniques (see also [51] for a “State of
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TABLE I
VR AND ROBOTICS SYNERGY (ADAPTED FROM [50]).
 JOHN WILEY & SONS. REPRINTED BY PERMISSION
Application
CAD design
Robot Programming
Teleoperation

Haptic feedback

Traditional Approach
concepts penciled,
no haptics
Tedious, knowledge of
specific robotic language
Poor sensorial feedback,
Impossible with large
time delays,
Single-user
Adequate in some cases,
Expensive
Human-factors expertise

Virtual Reality
hand gesture interaction,
haptics integrated
User-friendly,
high-level programming
Enhanced sensorial feedback,
Possible with large
time delays,
Multiplexed
Special-purpose interfaces,
Safety issues,
Improved simulation realism

VR” review). Once better technology is available, usability,
ergonomics and other human-factors studies need to be done,
in order to gauge the effectiveness of the VR-based systems.
The important thing to understand now is the true synergy
between the fields of Virtual Reality and Robotics. Their
respective research and development communities need to
learn more about each field strengths and weeknesses and
collaborate more to overcome them. To that end this issue
of the Transactions represents a significant step in the right
direction.
Note: The bibliography is limited by necessity. Readers
interested in further VR and Haptics references should
consult the author’s books [1] and [7]. A good VR online resource is the University of Washington web site
(http://WWW.hitl.washington.edu/projects/knowledge_base
/virtual-worlds/). For up-to-date research papers on haptics
the reader should also consult the Proceedings of the ASME
Haptics Symposiums published by the ASME Dynamics
Systems and Controls (DSC) Division.
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